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The science and art

W

hen I was a young
mother, an older
neighbor kindly
donated to my sons
a big, plastic bucket filled with
LEGOs. Whenever I pulled out
that bucket, my rambunctious
kids stopped whatever they
were doing to look at me as if
I were holding a pot of gold
at the end of a rainbow. As I
poured out those small, colorful
bricks into a pile on the living
room carpet, the decibel level
in my home dropped to zero
and their little brows furrowed
in concentration as they spent
hours playing with those
magical pieces of plastic.
LEGOs are, in my opinion, the
greatest toy ever created. However,
I never appreciated the educational
superpower of LEGOs until I visited The
Art of the Brick exhibit at the Carnegie
Science Center’s new PPG Science
Pavilion.
Nathan Sawaya is the first
contemporary artist to use the tiny toy
bricks to create beautiful, whimsical and
thought-provoking sculptures.
“The exhibit is a blend of science
and art, just like in the real world,”
said Connie George, Senior Director of
Marketing and Community Relations at
the Center.
I recently tagged along with a group
of visitors and as soon as we entered
the first room of the exhibit, one woman
could hardly contain her excitement.
“You need to tell your teacher about
this!” she enthusiastically told two boys,
who nodded as she happily outed herself
as an art teacher.
Nine-year-old Zach and his sevenyear-old cousin, Lucas, ran over to look
at the LEGO rendition of Van Gogh’s
masterpiece, Starry Night, then posed
behind a giant Number 2 LEGO pencil
for Zach’s mom to take a picture.
There’s no reason for a seven year old
to relate to the frustration and emotional
turmoil that the artist felt working as a
corporate lawyer in New York, but Lucas
immediately grasped the concept.
“Ahh! I’m trapped in a box! Get me
out of it!” he yelled when he examined
Trapped, which showed the upper torso
of a panicked, red LEGO man in a box.
In addition to LEGO recreations of
famous paintings and sculptures, there
are life size and partial figures, whimsical
hanging clouds, a gravity-defying red
dress and a 20-foot T Rex, which the
Center’s Co-director, Ron Baillie, said is
always popular with kids.
“Guess how many pieces are in the T
Rex?” Connie asked me.
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“Uh, 30,000?” I ventured.
She pointed to the placard, which, like
all the LEGO artworks, reveals the number
of bricks used. I was way off. The answer
is 80,020.
I don’t know how kids can walk
through all these incredible creations
without wanting to touch, feel and play
with LEGOs. The brilliant planners at
the Carnegie Science Center obviously
anticipated this and designed Science of
the Brick, which is a hands-on, educational
exhibit that demonstrates how LEGOs
can fuse art, science, technology, math,
engineering and architecture.
The room, which is up a flight of stairs
and overlooks the art sculptures below,
contains various stations where kids and
grown-ups can explore science using
LEGOs. There are eight unique activities,
like recreating LEGO wonders of the
ancient and modern world, sliding various
colors and sizes of bricks under a sensor to
make music, designing a maze and closing
your eyes and constructing something
using only the sense of touch.
Zach and Lucas were most interested
in building drag racecars and driving
them on a test track that timed how long
it took their cars to get to the bottom of
the track.
The Science of the Brick exhibit was
so well received that it will now travel with
the Art of the Brick exhibit to other cities
when it leaves Pittsburgh in January 2019.
I can only imagine how much fun it
must have been for the talented industrial
designers, techies and science geeks
at the Carnegie Science Center to be
assigned the task of developing and
designing the clever activity stations for
Science of the Brick. Who wouldn’t love to
go to work and play with LEGOs?
I bet my sons would. n
Writer Ann K. Howley is certain that she
stored that bucket of LEGOs in her attic
because she hopes that grandkids will
someday look at her like she’s holding a
pot of gold at the end of a rainbow.
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